
ROUIST (China) Description:

ROUIST-Auto is a German mechatronic drive cutting-edge technology
development and manufacturing company, headquartered in Duisburg,
Germany and has been founded in 1956 by Mr. Rouist. After 50 years,
ROUIST-Auto developed from the original manufacturer of professional gear
gear transmission systems to combine experts of hardware and software
automation solution integration The headquarters in Germany employs more
than 500 people.

ROUIST-Auto long rooted in the field of mechatronics for local OEM
manufacturers and offers a variety of precision transmission parts, precision
gears, industrial reducer, motor and drive as well as technical support and
training services. ROUIST has become a trusted business partner industry
wide and sustained a high growth rate.

We provide total solutions in wind power generation, metal
manufacturing, metallurgy mine, automated robots, textile, printing, packaging
and other areas of the industry, including hardware and software integrations
to shorten the "Time to Market", reduce costs, and improve overall
performance and competitiveness. We are a strategic partner for many
aspects, and are able to make an outstanding contribution.

ROUIST-Auto research and development in industrial automation
solutions, system architecture and service concepts let us earn industry wide
recognition.

ROUIST-Auto collaborate with China University of Technology to
establish a number of long-term partnerships, years of the “global
Development program" , that six weeks of advanced automation technology
workshop activities .

ROUIST-Auto industrial automation is cooperation with the Chinese
university of Encouragement and the University of Endowment and provides
ROUIST-Auto’s most advanced automation equipment to these institutions.
The most qualified students will be given a chance to participate at a Global
development program which will be held every 3 years in Germany. This
advanced automation technology workshop will last for six weeks.

ROUIST-Auto’s company objectives are jointly developing new
technologies, and entering new markets by the usage of our faith based
technology and the establishing of reliable long-term partnerships. "Rooted in
the industry, to strengthen the standardization and integration" is the source
ROUIST-AUTO’s development in China. To provide customers with the perfect



automation solutions, and create mutual win partnerships. The ROUIST-Auto
team believes in this concept, but also the precise elaboration of the "Drive
Your Way" idea.


